LEGENDARY INVESTMENTS PLC
(LON:LEG)
Hidden value potential
SUCCESSFUL INVESTMENT PLATFORM
Legendary Investments (LON:LEG) creates value through privately held and pre-market
investment opportunities with the potential for outsized returns. The company has a
strong track record with:
•
•
•

Total investments valued at of £6.2mln (from zero in 2011)
Out of 12 investees in total, five are exhibiting multiple returns from 1.3x to 35x
Two crystallised with exits at a multiple of the initial investment

We believe this is an interesting time to revisit the investment case, as the shares are
currently trading at a discount to net asset value (NAV), which has not been the case in the
past.
N.B. Legendary plans to change its name to Eight Peaks Group (LON: 8PG) in the near
future.

HIDDEN VALUE – ASSETS ARE POTENTIALLY WORTH
MORE THAN BOOK VALUE

SPECIALITY FINANCE
31/08/2018
SHARE PRICE

52 WEEK LOW

0.09p

0.075p

MARKET CAP

52 WEEK HIGH

£3.46mln

0.179p

GROSS CASH

NAV

£0.23mln

£6.50mln

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS
1) Hargreaves Landsdown Ltd: 10.4%
2) Jim Nominees Limited: 8.6%
3) Interactive Investors Nominees Ltd: 8.1%
Shares in Issue
Avg 3-month trading
volume

3,843mln
12.9mln

In addition to the current share price discount to book value, we believe that some of the
investees could be worth considerably more than their book value. In this report we
provide an overview of three.

Primary index

AIM

EPIC

LON:LEG

Virtualstock provides a platform for integrating supply chain management systems;
customers include Tesco, John Lewis, and several NHS Trusts. The enterprise was valued at
£70mln in a recent capital raise, compared with £2mln when Legendary took its stake in
2012.

Next Key Announcement

IBS is a New Zealand-based financial service provider that recently obtained its
“Authorities to Operate”.

Sector

AGM expected September
2018
Speciality Finance

SHARE PRICE CHART

Dunraven is an exploration and production company in the oil and gas sector, with
potentially very valuable projects in North Africa.
A full market price (rather than an accounting valuation) of these assets could potentially
take Legendary’s share price to 0.29p in our view.

VALUE-ADDED INVESTMENT PROCESS
Aside from the hidden value in the current portfolio, we argue that Legendary Investments
also has a strong investing process, sourcing “big thinking” business ideas and providing
them with the profile and credibility to deliver value. Management’s incentives are
strongly aligned with those of the shareholders, with an emphasis on equity-linked
compensation. We believe that the strength of the investment process is not reflected in
the current share price.

Important: All disclaimer information can be found on the last
page of this document. Please note that this publication has
been commissioned by the company to which this publication
relates and therefore it cannot be considered independent.

Company Information
Address : Jubilee House, Townsend Lane, London NW9 8TZ
Website: www.leginvest.com

Analyst Details
Source: Company data
* Current value uses last reported NAV and share count, with the current share price.
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THE VALUATION GAP

````````````````````
`````````````.L)

We believe that the book value of Legendary’s assets may understate the true economic value in some cases. We have identified some tangible
valuation indicators, with a focus on three holdings: Virtualstock, Dunraven Resources and IBS Corporation. The following chart shows the potential
valuation uplift if these three assets are measured at an estimated market fair value.

If the market were to value the shares using the adjusted values, maintaining the current valuation discount of 47% market cap discount to net asset
value (NAV), this would equate to a share price of 0.15p. If the market were further to choose to value the shares at 1x NAV (i.e. eliminate the
discount) then the share price would be 0.29p.
We consider the three investees individually.

VIRTUALSTOCK
Virtualstock provides a platform for integrating supply chain management systems. The platform allows customers to achieve improved
management of purchases and of inventory levels by enabling different parts of their supply chain’s IT systems to communicate with each other.
High profile customers include Tesco, John Lewis and a number of NHS trusts. The following timeline outlines the development of the business.

When Legendary originally invested in Virtualstock in 2012, the business was valued at £2mln. In July 2017, Virtualstock undertook a further
fundraising round with the venture capital firm Notion Capital, which valued the enterprise at £66mln at completion, reflecting the strong progress
the business had made in the five years since Legendary’s initial investment.
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Subsequent to the investment from Notion, Virtualstock has had further significant contract wins. In a news release on July 31, 2018, Legendary
Investments reported that Virtualstock is achieving revenue growth of “above 70%”. This would imply £5.6mln of revenues, compared with````````````````````
£3.2mln
at the time of the Notion Capital investment. Furthermore, Virtualstock has announced the appointment of Rene Shuster
as chairman. Rene Shuster
`````````````.L)
is particularly noted for his strong record of value creation as chief executive officer (CEO) of Telefonica Deutschland.
We believe that the market could realistically value the business on a multiple of 21.9 times annual revenue, giving us a valuation of £122mln, or
£8.5mln for Legendary’s stake (used in our adjusted value calculation) versus a current book value of £4.8mln. The 21.9x multiple is based on:
•
•

A multiple of 21.8x trailing revenues applied in the Notion Capital investment in July 2017
An acquisition multiple of 21.9x trailing revenues for sector peer Mulesoft when it was acquired by Salesforce.com in March 2018

DUNRAVEN RESOURCES
Dunraven Resources owns and operates oil & gas production assets, with a focus on North Africa and the Middle East. The company’s main assets
are at the Mahdia and Ben Khaled fields in Tunisia. The company has published estimates for the recoverable value of oil from the Mahdia field in
terms of net present value (discounted net cash flows) to the company. The following chart summarises the low and high production volume
scenarios, at different crude spot prices.

We arrive at a £1mln potential valuation for Legendary’s 2% holding in Dunraven (currently held at £175,000 on the books), by making the following
assumptions:
•
•
•
•

Take the average of the low and high valuation cases for Mahdia, at a $65 a barrel (bbl) crude price
Apply a 50% discount for execution risk
In £ terms, this gives a £50mln valuation
Assume zero for all other assets of Dunraven and future value creation potential

In February 2018, Dunraven appointed Alexander MacDonald as CEO. MacDonald has 30 years of experience in corporate finance in oil and gas, most
recently as CEO of Anglo African Oil and Gas, which listed on AIM in 2017. We believe that a market listing could present a realistic route for
crystallising the value of Dunraven Resources in the medium term.

IBS CORPORATION
IBS Corporation is a banking services platform based in New Zealand. The business has identified a number of segments that are underserved in the
New Zealand market.
Legendary investments acquired its stake in IBS in August 2017 for a nominal sum. In November 2017 debt holders in IBS instigated a debt-for-equity
swap that valued the equity at US$10mln. This values Legendary’s stake at £826,000 (the current balance sheet valuation).
However, subsequent to the balance sheet valuation date, in April 20218 IBS received the authority to operate from the New Zealand regulators. We
believe that the holding is potentially now worth significantly more than the US$10mln valuation that arose from the debt-to-equity swap.
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CONCLUSIONS

````````````````````
`````````````.L)

The three investees that we have examined are examples of the value creation that is delivered by Legendary’s investment process, and a unique
global network for sourcing deals. We believe that share price upside can be realised for Legendary Investments by:
•
•

Events that expose or crystallise the value of the under-recognised assets. For example, additional venture capital (VC) fundraising rounds or a
market listing
A normalisation of the market capitalisation / NAV ratio back to at least 1x

Furthermore, Legendary has disclosed plans to advance the business to the next stages of its development, including additions to the board to expand
the skill set and experience, and to grow the network for deal sourcing. The proposed name change to Eight Peaks underlines the intention to define a
new phase in the company's development. We believe that new appointees to the board could help raise the profile of the shares and assist in
eliminating the valuation discount.

Important – Please read this information: This report has been commissioned by Legendary Investments PLC and prepared and issued by Capital Network for
publication globally. All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable, however,
we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the research department of Capital Network at
the time of publication. The securities described in the Investment Research may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Capital
Network does not offer or provide personalised advice. We publish information about companies in which we believe our readers may be interested and this
information reflects our sincere opinions. The information that we provide or that is derived from our website is not intended to be, and should not be construed in
any manner whatsoever as, personalised advice. Also, our website and the information provided by us should not be construed by any subscriber or prospective
subscriber as Capital Network’s solicitation to effect, or attempt to effect, any transaction in a security. This document is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell,
subscribe, or underwrite any securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. This document is provided for information purposes only and should not be
construed as an offer or solicitation for investment in any securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. A marketing communication under FCA Rules, this
document has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any
prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. Capital Network has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing. Capital Network does
not conduct any investment business and, accordingly, does not itself hold any positions in the securities mentioned in this report. However, the respective directors,
officers, employees and contractors of Capital Network may have a position in any or related securities mentioned in this report. Capital Network or its affiliates may
perform services or solicit business from any of the companies mentioned in this report. The value of securities mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise and are
subject to large and sudden swings. In addition it may be difficult or not possible to buy, sell or obtain accurate information about the value of securities mentioned in
this report. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Forward-looking information or statements in this report contain information that is
based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations. For the
purpose of the FAA, the content of this report is of a general nature, is intended as a source of general information only and is not intended to constitute a
recommendation or opinion in relation to acquiring or disposing (including refraining from acquiring or disposing) of securities. The distribution of this document is not
a “personalised service” and, to the extent that it contains any financial advice, is intended only as a “class service” provided by Capital Network within the meaning of
the FAA (ie without taking into account the particular financial situation or goals of any person). As such, it should not be relied upon in making an investment
decision. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Capital Network, its affiliates and contractors, and their respective directors, officers and employees will not be
liable for any loss or damage arising as a result of reliance being placed on any of the information contained in this report and do not guarantee the returns on
investments in the products discussed in this publication.
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